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A B S T R A C T

The mechanical characterisation of the carbon/carbon composite in the transverse direc

tion is essential for the design of braking discs. This paper presents a technique based

on spherical indentation to identify the mechanical behaviour of such materials in the

transverse direction.

After the presentation of the material properties as determined from static and fatigue

compression tests, the indentation technique is described in detail. The characterisation

technique used takes into consideration the transverse isotropy of these materials. The

method used allows to identify the material behaviour in elastic and inelastic fields. Char

acterisation of elastic parameters is carried out after identification of the Hertz law in the

unloading indentation cycles. The hardening parameters and the elastic limit are identified

by expressing the law of Hertz in strain/stress form.

The identified parameters are used in a simulation of an indentation test by finite element

method. A good agreement is found between numerical and experimental results.

1. Introduction

Carbon/Carbon (C/C) composites have been under develop
ment since the 1960s as thermo structural materials for high
temperature applications such as in the case of aeronautical
braking, motor sports, nozzles, etc. Their moderate density
(less than 2), thermal properties such as a low coefficient of
thermal expansion, and a large heat capacity at high temper
ature (2.5 times higher than that of steel) as well as good
mechanical properties up to 2000 !C, make them indeed good
materials for hot working structural elements.

This work is a part of a study on C/C composites for brake
discs against steel discs in a lubricated environment for
aerospace applications. Its aim is the characterisation of C/C
composites in the transverse direction to the plane of friction
using the indentation technique. In a braking configuration,

the brake discs are highly stressed in the transverse direction.
With a very low coefficient of friction and particularly in a
lubricated environment, the friction force is provided by
increasing the load in the normal direction to the plane of
friction. For sizing the C/C discs to support these load levels,
accurate mechanical characterisation in the transverse direc
tion is required.

In the literature, studies of C/C composites for brake appli
cations are typically oriented towards the study of the friction
behaviour of these materials. Few studies have addressed the
characterisation of these composites in transverse compres
sion. For example, one can cite the works of Davies and
Rawlings [1] and Douarche et al. [2] on the characterisation
of these materials in compression. The behaviour of these
materials in compression depends heavily on the specimen’s
geometry and particularly its thickness [1]. To remedy the
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Figeac) and S. Tovar (EMAC Albi) for the manufacturing and
the preparation of the specimens used in the experimental
section of this work.
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